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The Emmy Awards: Broadcast Networks Promote HBO and Streaming 
By Steve Sternberg 

 

The Emmy Awards telecast alternates among the Big-Four 

networks because it has traditionally been seen as a major 

promotional vehicle for all the broadcast networks.  This, of 

course, hasn’t really been true for several years.  In the mid-

2000s, premium and ad-supported cable networks started to 

overshadow the broadcast networks for some of the major Emmy awards.  It is now 

primarily a showcase for HBO and streaming services, most notably Netflix 

(although other streamers are starting to catch up).  Of the 102 major comedy and 

drama nominees in 2021 – best comedy, best drama, best limited series or movie, 

and the acting nominees in each category (the major awards viewers care most 

about) – nearly 40% were on Netflix or HBO. 

 

Nomination Trends: Shifting Platforms 

Looking at the number of series nominated for 10 major awards – best comedy and 

drama, and the lead and supporting actors in each – in five-year increments since 

2000, shows how broadcast gradually gave way to ad-supported and premium 

cable, and then both the broadcast networks and ad-supported cable were 

supplanted by streaming series. 
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 Emmy Nominations (10 major awards) 

Year Broadcast Ad-Supported 

Cable 

Premium Cable Streaming 

2000 41 (82%) ---- 9 (18%) ---- 

Best Comedy 4 ---- 1 ---- 

Best Drama 4 ---- 1 ---- 

2005 40 (80%) 3 (6%) 7 (14%) ---- 

Best Comedy 5 ---- ---- ---- 

Best Drama 3 ---- 2 ---- 

2010 33 (59%) 16 (29%) 7 (12%) ---- 

Best Comedy 4 ---- 2 ---- 

Best Drama 2 2 2 ---- 

2015 12 (20%) 13 (22%) 19 (32%) 15 (25%) 

Best Comedy 2 1 2 2 

Best Drama ---- 3 2 2 

2020 11 (15%) 13 (18%) 16 (23%) 31 (44%) 

Best Comedy 1 2 2 3 

Best Drama ---- 2 1 5 

2021 13 (19%) 3 (4%) 11 (16%) 42 (61%) 

Best Comedy 1 ---- ---- 7 

Best Drama 1 1 1 5 

 

Netflix and HBO Still Dominate but Other Streamers Gain Ground 

It is clearly a sign that we are in the era of Peak TV+ as 61% of the nominations for 

these awards in 2021 were for series on streaming services (compared to 44% in 

2020).  The broadcast networks accounted for  just 13 nominations, 11 of which 

went to just three series.  
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Netflix leads the way with 21 nominations among eight different series –The 

Crown (8), which wins awards every year, The Queen’s Gambit (4), The Kominski 

Method (3), Bridgerton (2), Cobra Kai (1), Emily in Paris (1), Halston (1) and Dolly 

Parton’s Christmas in the Square (1).  Disney+ has 13 nominations among three 

series (7 of which went to one special broadcast of Hamilton.  WandaVision (4), 

and The Mandalorian (2) round out Disney+’s nominee slate.  Hulu has 11 

nominations, with 9 going to perennial award-winner, The Handmaid’s Tale.  Two 

other Hulu series, PEN15 and Shrill, each got 1.  Apple TV+ received 8 

nominations, all for Ted Lasso.   HBO Max got 7 nominations, split between two 

series, Hacks (4) and The Flight Attendant (3).  Amazon Prime Video’s 4 

nominations were divided among two series, The Boys and The Underground 

Railroad, and two movies, Uncle Frank, and Sylvie’s Love. 
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Among premium cable networks, HBO’s 18 nominations 

are split among seven series, although the majority go to 

just two, Mare of Easttown and Lovecraft Country, which 

garnered 5 apiece.  The network’s other nominees are, I 

May Destroy You (3), Perry Mason  (2), In Treatment  (1), The Undoing (1), and 

Oslo (1).  Showtime managed just one nomination, for the series finale of 

Shameless. 

 

On the ad-supported cable front, FX nabbed 3 

nominations for Pose, Lifetime got 1 for the movie, 

Robin Roberts Presents: Mahalia, and NatGeo got 1 for 

Genius: Aretha Franklin.  Perennial ad-supported cable 

nominees, Better Call Saul and Killing Eve were not on the air this past season. 

 

For the broadcast networks, nominations went to the 

usual suspects – NBC’s Saturday Night Live (5) and This 

is Us (3), as well as ABC’s Black-ish (3).  Added to the 

mix this year, were NBC’s Kenan and CBS’s Mom, which 

each received a single nomination. 

 

Change the Format to Attract More Viewers 

Once the exclusive domain of the broadcast networks, and a vehicle for 

broadcasters to promote themselves, the Emmy Awards telecast has clearly shifted 

to being something that not only showcases their major competitors, but also 
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rewards series that the majority of viewers probably haven’t seen – which has 

probably contributed to declining ratings. 

 

Not only has the award show become a vehicle to promote broadcast competitors, 

one of the all-time dumb marketing policies results in the broadcast networks 

promoting their competitors during commercials as well.  While this year’s 

Emmy Awards had 14 promos for CBS as well as three apiece for Paramount+ and 

Showtime (both CBS siblings), it also had ads for Netflix, Disney+, HBO, HBO Max, 

Prime Video, Peacock, and FX.  But of course no ads for any other broadcast 

network. 

 

Despite press accounts that often predict the demise of broadcast television, the 

highest rated (i.e., most popular) shows on the air are still primetime 

broadcast network series (The Walking Dead and Yellowstone notwithstanding), 

few of which get nominated for major awards these days.  You’ll never see any of 

the most popular series with broad fan bases, such as the Chicagos, NCISs, or 

911s, nominated for any awards (I’m not saying they should be. 

 

None of the major acting or outstanding series awards for comedy or drama 

went to a broadcast network show in 2018, 2019, 2020, or 2021 (Sterling K. 

Brown won Best Actor in a drama for This is Us in 2017).   

 

No broadcast series has won for best drama since 24 got the honor in 2006.  In 

2017, This is Us was the first broadcast drama even nominated in six years (it was 

also nominated in 2018 and 2019).  There were no broadcast series nominated for 

best drama in 2020.  This is Us was nominated once again in 2021, no doubt 
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benefitting by Better Call Saul, Killing Eve, Ozark, Stranger Things, and Succession 

not being eligible.   

 

The last broadcast show to win for best comedy was Modern Family seven 

years ago, in 2014.  In 2018, Black-ish was the only broadcast network comedy 

nominated, while in 2019 and 2020, NBC’s The Good Place was the only broadcast 

comedy to make the nomination cut (although Black-ish did get a best actress 

nomination and both Black-ish and The Good Place got best actor nominations).  

Black-ish made the cut again in 2021 – most likely because Curb Your Enthusiasm, 

The Good Place, and Schitt’s Creek ended their runs. 

  

TV series that air on different video outlets have different creative limitations 

based on levels of language, sex, and violence, and whether they must answer to 

advertisers. Having them all compete with one another is inherently unfair, and 

works against the more conservative broadcast networks – particularly since 

streaming series generally have between 8 and 13 episodes per season while the 

broadcast networks typically have between 17 and 24 (and require more “filler”).  

The obvious solution is to divide the awards into three categories – ad-

supported, premium cable, and streaming services (or combine premium cable 

and streaming into a single grouping). 

 

This might give viewers an ad-supported drama category next season that includes, 

This is Us, Big Sky, Yellowstone, Better Call Saul, and Killing Eve.  The premium 

cable drama group might include, Westworld, Succession, Billions, The Flight 

Attendant, and Perry Mason competing against one another (get rid of limited series 

– there’s no difference between one season of Mare of Easttown and Succession 
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– and a popular “limited series” might get a second-season order anyway).  The 

streaming drama category could have Evil, Ozark, Stranger Things, The 

Handmaid’s Tale, Lupin, and The Crown.  We’d get a similarly diverse group of 

shows in the comedy categories.  Then you could have online/phone voting where 

viewers can select the overall winner and have something like an hour-long follow-

up Emmy Viewers Choice show on Monday. 

 

This would also pave the way for ending category gender divisions, so 

performers such as Billions star, Asia Kate Dillon, the first gender-nonbinary 

performer to play a nonbinary character on a major television series, won’t have to 

choose between “male” or “female,” neither of which identifies them.  With more 

nonbinary roles being cast, now is the time to do this.  With the additional 

categories, not having enough nomination spots available would no longer be a 

concern in ending gender distinctions (you could still have five to eight nominees 

per category). 

 

This way, more television series that people have actually seen would be up 

for major awards without negatively impacting the high-quality shows that are only 

available to subscribers in half the country. There’s little doubt that ratings would 

improve as well. Otherwise, let Netflix or HBO have the Emmys. In its current form 

it has become a vehicle to promote the broadcast networks’ competitors, so why 

not let one of them air it.  Given that the broadcast networks recently extended their 

rights to alternate the award show, however, now would be a good time to 

implement the above suggested changes. 
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If changes are not implemented to ensure that some of the most popular series are 

included, perhaps the broadcast networks should go back to the future and 

institute their own version of the long defunct Cable ACE Awards.  These were 

given by the National Cable Television Association to recognize excellence in 

American cable television between 1978 and 1997 – when the Emmys refused to 

recognize cable shows (ACE stood for Award for Cable Excellence).  In the final 

year of the Cable ACE Awards, HBO’s OZ won for best drama and The Larry 

Sanders Show won for best comedy.  

 

Flubs, Snubs, and Surprises 

There were a few notable flubs this year (which means they shouldn’t have been 

nominated in the category), snubs (although I hate that word – perhaps overlooked 

is better), and some surprises.  Of course, these are quite subjective, and you 

probably have your own candidates for each category.   
 

Flubs: 
 

• Hamilton is a great performance of a Broadway musical, but it is neither a 

limited series or a movie.  It took up seven acting nominations that should 

have gone to deserving actors in actual movies (notably Hamilton was not 

nominated in the Best Movie category). 
 

• Saturday Night Live should not be competing with regular original scripted 

comedies.  It grabbed three spots in the supporting actress category and two 

for supporting actor that should have gone to those who were in actual series.  

SNL was also nominated for Best Variety Sketch Series, which is where it 

belongs. 
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• Emily in Paris???  Wasn’t the Hollywood Foreign Press ridiculed for including 

this trifle in its best television comedy category.  Did it take a spot that should 

have gone the far superior Girls5eva or Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist? 
 

• I loved HBO Max’sThe Flight Attendant, but sorry, it’s not a comedy. 

 

Snubs: 
 

• Maybe Peacock is not on Emmy voters’ radar yet.  How else to explain this 

wonderful comedy Girls5eva, about a one-hit wonder girl group from the 

1990s trying to make a comeback, not receiving any acting nominations.  At 

the very least Renee Elise Goldsbery and Sara Bareilles deserve nods – and 

they might have scored them had SNL not gotten three best supporting 

actress in a comedy nominations.  And how does something nominated for 

Best Writing for a comedy but not Best Comedy? 
 

• Not only was Zoey’s Extraordinary Playlist canceled too soon (after just two season), but Jane 

Levy was again inexplicably not nominated for Lead Actress in Comedy for her outstanding 

performance.  Perhaps if other shows that didn’t belong in the comedy category were not 

nominated here…  
 

• I’m not sure why HBO’s brilliant Lovecraft Country was canceled after one 

season, but just as puzzling is the brilliant Wunmi Mosaku’s omission from 

the Best Supporting Actress category – more puzzling given all the show’s 

other nominations. 
 

• Ethan Hawke’s fiery performance in Showtime’s The Good Lord Bird 

deserved recognition.  He might have gotten it if two slots didn’t go to 

Hamilton. 
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• Thuso Mbedo and Joel Edgerton not receiving nominations for their riveting 

performances in The Underground Railroad were surprising to say the least. 

 

• HBO’s It’s a Sin, a superb miniseries (with a stellar cast) about a group of 

friends during the AIDS crisis in 1980s London received no nominations. 

 

Surprises: 
 

• Amazon Prime Video’s violent and subversive superhero/vigilante morality 

play, The Boys, is ordinarily not the type of show you see nominated, and I 

can’t imagine it having been nominated even a few yeas ago.  Perhaps the 

production delays resulting from the pandemic enabled it to sneak in, but I 

like its inclusion here.  But its main hero/villain, Antony Starr, should have 

been nominated as well. 
 

• Last year I was surprised Disney+’s The Mandalorian  scored a nomination.  

It is essentially a space western about bounty hunters in the outer reaches of the Galaxy 

(taking place five years after the events in the Return of the Jedi movie).  Decent and 

entertaining, but hardly Emmy-worthy.  So I guess I shouldn’t be surprised it made the cut 

again this year. 
 

• Is Cobra Kai a comedy?  Even if it is, did it really deserve a nomination?  And 

even if it did, why didn’t any of the cast get nominated? 

 


